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VAMPIRE KISSES, BLOOD RELATIVES
Raven's romance with her dreamy vampire boyfriend, Alexander, has been complicated once again by Alexander's menacing halfvamp cousin. Now that Claude and his fearless gang have been tricked out of the blood-ﬁlled vials that can turn them into full
vampires, Claude will stop at nothing to ﬁnd the real vials. Raven's family and friends could be in danger.

VAMPIRE KISSES 1
BLOOD RELATIVES
Sixteen-year-old Raven, an outcast who always wears black and hopes to become a vampire some day, falls in love with the
mysterious new boy in town, eager to ﬁnd out if he can make her dreams come true.

VAMPIRE KISSES: BLOOD RELATIVES
Harper Collins Raven's romance with her dreamy vampire boyfriend, Alexander, has been complicated once again by Alexander's
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menacing half-vamp cousin. Now that Claude and his fearless gang have been tricked out of the blood-ﬁlled vials that can turn them
into full vampires, Claude will stop at nothing to ﬁnd the real vials. Raven's family and friends could be in danger. When Claude teams
up with Raven's longtime nemesis, Trevor, invitations soon go out for a vampire-themed masquerade party. Could Claude be
scheming to turn all of the students at Dullsville High into vampires if he doesn't get what he wants? Raven and Alexander must try to
stop Claude—but also ask themselves what really matters most in the end.

TEENAGE MERMAID
Harper Collins Spencer almost drowns in a surﬁng accident when a sparkling, golden girl saves him with a kiss of life before she
suddenly disappears. Where did this dream girl come from, and will she return? Lilly rescues a boy from nearly drowning and
dangerously steps out of her own watery world. Curious to explore this forbidden land, she's gotta ﬁnd her handsome Earthdude. A
silver heart locket is their only clue. Ellen Schreiber revamps a classic favorite with a funky magical romance that shows what
transpires when boy meets girl, but discovers girl is really a . . .

VAMPIRE KISSES
HarperTeen

VAMPIRE KISSES
VAMPIRE KISSES 4: DANCE WITH A VAMPIRE
Harper Collins There's a new vampire in town. His name is Valentine Maxwell. Goth-girl Raven knows this latest intruder can only
mean trouble—he's the younger sibling of two vampires she fought to drive out of Dullsville. But when her brother, Billy, befriends this
dangerous tween night prowler, the stakes are suddenly higher. Though torn by the excitement of every teen girl's fantasy—attending
the prom with her boyfriend—Raven must do everything she can to protect Billy. Valentine's appearance may pose even further
threats. Could he somehow know Raven's innermost feelings about becoming immortal for her true love, Alexander? The far-fromordinary romance of these two teen outsiders takes another surprise-ﬁlled spin in the fourth book of Ellen Schreiber's applauded
Vampire Kisses series.
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ONCE IN A FULL MOON
Harper Collins Popular seventeen-year-old Celeste ﬁnds herself falling in love with a boy from the wrong side of their small,
midwestern town, even though she suspects that he is a werewolf.

VAMPIRE KISSES: BLOOD RELATIVES
Harper Collins Who says dating a vampire is easy? Raven's nocturnal romance with her immortal love, Alexander, is deﬁnitely dicey,
but even more so with Alexander's meddling half-vamp cousin in town. Claude and his sketchy gang are on the hunt for a stash of
blood-ﬁlled vials that can turn them into pure vampires. With an old family feud casting a shadow on the search, they'll do anything to
get their hands on the vials. Raven and Alexander must swiftly mastermind a plan to outwit them, but will the very lure of the vials
create more risk for Raven than she could ever imagine? And deepen her own quandary about the possibility of becoming a vampire?

VAMPIRE KISSES: BLOOD RELATIVES
Harper Collins The absolute last thing goth-girl Raven and her vampire boyfriend, Alexander, need is another hitch in their nighttimeonly romance—but dark trouble hovers on the horizon when Raven and Alexander discover four freshly dug graves ﬁlled with empty
coﬃns. When a crew of sketchy vampires takes up residence in Dullsville's lonely graveyard, Alexander ﬁnds this motley bunch led by
his very own blood-sucking cousin, Claude Sterling. Shocking! Claude and his creepy crew can only spell out more problems for the
pair, especially when Raven ﬁnds them in daylight in the very last place she could ever imagine. What could Claude and his invaders
be doing—or searching for—in Dullsville?

BLOOD RELATIVES
HarperCollins Children's Books Manga does vampires! Join Raven as she deals with boring life in Dullsville, USA - by going out with a
vamp! The absolute last thing goth-girl Raven and her vampire boyfriend Alexander need is another hitch in their nighttime-only
romance - but dark trouble hovers on the horizon when Raven and Alexander discover four freshly dug graves ﬁlled with empty
coﬃns. A crew of sketchy vampires takes up residence in Dullsville's lonely graveyard - and then Alexander ﬁnds this motley crew led
by his own cousin Sterling. Shocking! Claude and his creepy crew can only spell more problems for the lovestruck pair, especially
when Raven ﬁnds them in daylight in the last place she could ever imagine... What could Claude and his invaders be doing - or
searching for - in Dullsville?
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VAMPIRE KISSES: BLOOD RELATIVES, VOLUME III
Katherine Tegen Books Raven's romance with her dreamy vampire boyfriend, Alexander, has been complicated once again by
Alexander's menacing half-vamp cousin. Now that Claude and his fearless gang have been tricked out of the blood-ﬁlled vials that can
turn them into full vampires, Claude will stop at nothing to ﬁnd the real vials. Raven's family and friends could be in danger. When
Claude teams up with Raven's longtime nemesis, Trevor, invitations soon go out for a vampire-themed masquerade party. Could
Claude be scheming to turn all of the students at Dullsville High into vampires if he doesn't get what he wants? Raven and Alexander
must try to stop Claude—but also ask themselves what really matters most in the end.

VAMPIRE KISSES 5: THE COFFIN CLUB
Harper Collins It's tough for love-struck Raven to imagine what's keeping her nocturnal boyfriend from returning to Dullsville. So
there's only one thing to do—ﬁnd Alexander. Along the way, Raven can't resist the spot where she feels most at home, the Coﬃn Club.
But when she stumbles upon a secret door in the club, she descends into a dim catacomb—to a hidden hangout where the house drink
happens to be type A or B. Drawn to one of its shadowy members, Raven suspects she's in over her head. But exploring the covert
club is too tempting, even after coming face-to-face with Alexander's trouble-stirring enemy. Can Raven delve further into the
Underworld unbeknownst to Alexander—and also solve the mystery of her true love's own secrecy? Ellen Schreiber's sizzling Vampire
Kisses series continues with its darkest installment yet.

VAMPIRE KISSES 4: DANCE WITH A VAMPIRE
Harper Collins There's a new vampire in town. His name is Valentine Maxwell. Goth-girl Raven knows this latest intruder can only
mean trouble—he's the younger sibling of two vampires she fought to drive out of Dullsville. But when her brother, Billy, befriends this
dangerous tween night prowler, the stakes are suddenly higher. Though torn by the excitement of every teen girl's fantasy—attending
the prom with her boyfriend—Raven must do everything she can to protect Billy. Valentine's appearance may pose even further
threats. Could he somehow know Raven's innermost feelings about becoming immortal for her true love, Alexander? The far-fromordinary romance of these two teen outsiders takes another surprise-ﬁlled spin in the fourth book of Ellen Schreiber's applauded
Vampire Kisses series.
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VAMPIRE KISSES 7: LOVE BITES
Harper Collins As a mortal girl dating a vampire, Raven knows that love isn't always easy. And will Alexander ever make their love
immortal? Now that Alexander's parents have returned to Romania, Raven and her dreamy vampire boyfriend are happy to resume
their cryptic romance. But soon another visitor comes knocking: Sebastian, Alexander's best friend, arrives for a stay at the mansion.
At ﬁrst Raven is wary, and then thrilled—this is the perfect chance to learn more about her darkly handsome boyfriend and his past!
Sebastian could be her guide to the love habits of Alexander and his kind. But when Sebastian falls for a particular Dullsvillian, will
another mortal beat Raven to the bite?

KISSING COFFINS
Allen & Unwin The sequel to Ellen Schreiber's popular Vampire Kisses series.

VAMPIRE KISSES 5: THE COFFIN CLUB
Harper Collins It's tough for love-struck Raven to imagine what's keeping her nocturnal boyfriend from returning to Dullsville. So
there's only one thing to do—ﬁnd Alexander. Along the way, Raven can't resist the spot where she feels most at home, the Coﬃn Club.
But when she stumbles upon a secret door in the club, she descends into a dim catacomb—to a hidden hangout where the house drink
happens to be type A or B. Drawn to one of its shadowy members, Raven suspects she's in over her head. But exploring the covert
club is too tempting, even after coming face-to-face with Alexander's trouble-stirring enemy. Can Raven delve further into the
Underworld unbeknownst to Alexander—and also solve the mystery of her true love's own secrecy? Ellen Schreiber's sizzling Vampire
Kisses series continues with its darkest installment yet.

FULL MOON KISSES
Harper Collins This enticing paranormal romance featuring werewolves and the popular girl who loves them is a great conclusion to
the Full Moon series. What will Celeste do now that both her heroic boyfriend, Brandon, and her popular ex-boyfriend, Nash, are
werewolves? And someone wants to turn her into a werewolf, too. Life is complicated under Legend Run's full moon. Perfect for fans of
Ellen Schreiber's New York Times–bestselling Vampire Kisses series, or romantic werewolf stories like Nightshade by Andrea Cremer
and Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater, Full Moon Kisses delivers danger, mystery, and undeniable romance.
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VAMPIRE KISSES 3: VAMPIREVILLE
Allen & Unwin For goth-girl Raven, dating her dream boyfriend is complicated, especially because Alexander's secret means that they
can see each other only at night. And now the pair must be extra wary in the dark with Alexander's archrival, Jagger, appearing
around town. As if Jagger isn't enough cause for worry, Luna, his strikingly pale sister, has also surfaced and seems to have her sights
set on Raven's longtime nemesis, Trevor. Together, Raven and Alexander must begin a terrifying search for Jagger and Luna's hideout
to drive them away - that is, if it's not already too late to save Dullsville from becoming Vampireville. In the latest instalment of her
popular Vampire Kisses books, Ellen Schreiber continues the startling story of two teen outsiders - she from the mortal world and he
from the Underworld - who share a thrilling, extraordinary romance.

VAMPIRE KISSES 6: ROYAL BLOOD
Harper Collins Summer break is over, and Raven is hardly eager to be returning to Dullsville High. Not only does school mean daily
interaction with preppy pest Trevor Mitchell, but her sleep-ﬁlled days and romantic nights with her immortal boyfriend, Alexander,
must come to an end. Plus the shock of morning classes isn't the only change in store. An unexpected letter turns up at Alexander's
mansion—announcing his parents will be coming to town. And once they arrive, just about everyone has had a sighting of the
macabre couple except Raven. What could be delaying Alexander from introducing Raven to them? Could Alexander be hiding
something about his parents' homecoming? When Raven is ﬁnally invited to the most thrilling dinner party of her life, the next turn of
events could transform her entire future with Alexander. The sixth book in Ellen Schreiber's bestselling Vampire Kisses series takes an
unusual twist in the continuing romance of Raven and Alexander.

MARKED
A HOUSE OF NIGHT NOVEL
St. Martin's Griﬃn Enter the dark, magical world of the House of Night series by bestselling authors P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast, a world
very much like our own, except here vampyres have always existed. One minute, sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is a normal teenager
dealing with everyday high school stress: her cute boyfriend Heath, the school's star quarterback who suddenly seems more
interested in partying than playing ball; her nosy frenemy Kayla, who's way too concerned with how things are going with Heath; her
uber-tough geometry test tomorrow. The next, she's Marked as a ﬂedgling vampyre, forcing her to leave her ordinary life behind and
join the House of Night, a boarding school where she will train to become an adult vampyre. That is, if she makes it through the
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Change—and not all of those who are Marked do. It sucks to begin a new life, especially away from her friends, and on top of that,
Zoey is no average ﬂedgling. She has been chosen as special by the vampyre Goddess, Nyx. Zoey discovers she has amazing powers,
but along with her powers come bloodlust and an unfortunate ability to Imprint with Heath, who just doesn't know how to take "no" for
an answer. To add to her stress, she is not the only ﬂedgling at the House of Night with special powers: when she discovers that the
leader of the Dark Daughters, the school's most elite group, is misusing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look deep within herself
for the courage to embrace her destiny—with a little help from her new vampyre friends.

BLOOD AND CHOCOLATE
Ember Having fallen for a human boy, a beautiful teenage werewolf must battle both her packmates and the fear of the townspeople
to decide where she belongs and with whom. Simultaneous.

THE SEXUAL BLOOD KISS (INTRODUCING THE HARDCORE BEAST)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform ''Introducing the Hardcore Beast'' E'gypt aka Enni ''Gisella Antoinette E'gypt Boucheron''
ﬁnally met the man of her dreams but what she didn't expect him to be was a ''Modern Day Sexy Vampire & Drug Kingpin'' ''Sir
William Da'Vante' Greene'' swept E'gypt oﬀ her feet by taking her on world wind vacations and building her a castle so she can live
the life of a ''Queen Lady Vampire'' As they love grew for one another Sir William asked E'gypt to marry him and during their 2 year
iong engagement she gave him 3 beautiful children (Triplets) Sir William and E'gypt had problems in their relationship/marriage
because of all the beautiful women he shared his coﬃn with and William's main chick and companion ''Diamond Cartel'' who he has
shared his life with for 300 years. The Exotic Beauty Diamond Cartel is up to her no good deeds as usual. When she ﬁnds out about
E'gypt life long lover and her human children father she decides to email him. One of ''New Orleans'' most notorious gangsters the
beautiful blue eyed ''E'vian Shilpa'' who resides in a Federal Penitentiary and when he responds back Diamond knows she will make
him a ''Hardcore Beast Vampire'' After sometime of being married to Sir William, E'gypt knew this was not the life she wanted but
would William allow her to walk away or drive a stake through the heart of the woman he thought he could never live without... ''Enjoy
Readers''

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE
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BLOOD MOON SERIES, BOOK 1
Terry Spear

AMELIA FANG AND THE BARBARIC BALL
Delacorte Press This spooky season, discover a new series for fans of Lemony Snicket, Roald Dahl and the Adams family. Welcome to
the world of Nocturnia, where darkness reigns supreme, glitter is terrifying, and unicorns are the stuﬀ of nightmares starring Amelia
Fang, a sparkly little vampire in a dark and gloomy world. Amelia Fang would much rather hang out with her pet pumpkin Squashy
and her friends Florence the yeti (DON'T CALL HER BEAST!) and Grimaldi the reaper than dance at her parents' annual Barbaric Ball.
Then the King's spoiled son Tangine captures Squashy, Amelia and her friends must escape the party to plan a daring rescue! In their
race against time, they begin to realize things in Nocturnia may not be quite what they seem...

PROJECT: HAPPILY EVER AFTER
SAVING YOUR MARRIAGE WHEN THE FAIRYTALE FALTERS
Running Press What do you do when your marriage is so unhappy that you begin to fantasize about your husband's funeral? That's
how bad it got for Alisa Bowman. . . So she launched a last-ditch eﬀort to save her marriage. Project: Happily Ever After is her
fearlessly honest and humorous account of how she went from being a “divorce daydreamer” to renewing her wedding vows—and all
of the steps in between. From bikini waxes to erotica, romance instruction manuals to second honeymoons, the silent treatment to
power struggles, she goes where many marriage-improvement gurus have feared to tread. Equal parts funny, poignant, and most
importantly, useful, Bowman's story will give other miserably-married folks courage and hope. And in addition to telling her own story,
she packs straightforward prescriptive guidance, including a “10-Step Marital Improvement Guide.” Readers will laugh. They'll cry. And
they can start on the road toward their own happy ending!

VAMPIRE ACADEMY
A GRAPHIC NOVEL
Penguin The story that kicked oﬀ the international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series. St. Vladimir’s Academy isn’t just any
boarding school—it’s a hidden place where vampires are educated in the ways of magic and half-human teens train to protect them.
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Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir, a bodyguard for her best friend Lissa, a Moroi Vampire Princess. They’ve been on the run, but now
they’re being dragged back to St. Vladimir’s—the very place where they’re most in danger. . . . Rose and Lissa become enmeshed in
forbidden romance, the Academy’s ruthless social scene, and unspeakable nighttime rituals. But they must be careful lest the
Strigoi—the world’s ﬁercest and most dangerous vampires—make Lissa one of them forever.

THE DREAMING MANGA VOLUME 1
TOKYOPOP Amber and Jeanie, a pair of twin sisters, enroll in an Australian boarding school. But shortly after school begins, the twins
uncover a dark, mysterious secret: Students have been known to walk oﬀ into the surrounding bushlands, where they have vanished
completely, without a trace!

UNINVITED
Simon and Schuster When rejection comes back to bite you... Jordan's life sucks. Her boyfriend, Michael, dumped her, slept his way
through half the student body, and then killed himself. But now, somehow, he appears at her window every night, begging her to let
him in. Jordan can't understand why he wants her, but she feels her resistance wearing down. After all, her life -- once a broken record
of boring parties, meaningless hookups, and friends she couldn't relate to -- now consists of her drinking alone in her room as she
waits for the sun to go down. Michael needs to be invited in before he can enter. All Jordan has to do is say the words....

THE COMPLETE TOLKIEN COMPANION
St. Martin's Griﬃn For all those who journey to J.R.R. Tolkien's Middle Earth, here is the complete guide to its lands, legends, histories,
languages, and people. The Complete Tolkien Companion explains, translates, and links every single reference - names, dates, places,
facts, famous weapons, even food and drink - to be found in Tolkien's world, which includes not only The Hobbit and The Lord of the
Rings but also The Simarillion and many other posthumously published works. A detailed explanation of the various Elvish writing
systems, together with maps, charts, and genealogical tables, bring the remarkable genius of Tolkien and the unforgettable world and
wonder of Middle Earth to life with focus and accuracy. Presented in alphabetical order for quick and easy reference, this is an
indispensable accompaniment for anyone who embarks on the reading journey of a lifetime. First published in 1976, this edition has
been fully revised and updated for a new century of Tolkien lovers.
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COMEDY GIRL
Harper Collins Trixie Shapiro may be one of the shyest students at Mason High, but she's also the funniest. When her best friend,
Jazzy, signs her up to perform stand-up at Senior Talent Night, Trixie's terriﬁed she'll absolutely choke. And as if a seemingly
disastrous debut isn't enough, Trixie's drama teacher encourages her to try again—this time at the local comedy club, Chaplin's. To
her surprise, Trixie's conﬁdence begins to swell, and a sureﬁre comedy act is born. Trixie ﬁnds herself on a fast track, winning contests
and earning a job as the opening comic at the comedy club. It's a dream come true. Then Trixie lands a boyfriend—her longtime
crush, hipster Gavin Baldwin. Now caught between the increasing demands of two worlds, Trixie faces a diﬃcult choice between a
romantic, inviting path and a risky shot at comedic stardom. Ellen Schreiber narrates an inspiring and entertaining story of a shy teen
who, struggling to ﬁnd her voice, discovers a shining place in the spotlight.

THE EXORCIST
A NOVEL
Harper Collins Originally published in 1971, The Exorcist remains one of the most controversial novels ever written and went on to
become a literary phenomenon. Inspired by a true story of a child’s demonic possession in the 1940s, William Peter Blatty created an
iconic novel that focuses on Regan, the eleven-year-old daughter of a movie actress residing in Washington, D.C. A small group of
overwhelmed yet determined individuals must rescue Regan from her unspeakable fate, and the drama that ensues is gripping and
unfailingly terrifying. Two years after its publication, The Exorcist was, of course, turned into a wildly popular motion picture, garnering
ten Academy Award nominations. On opening day of the ﬁlm, lines of the novel’s fans stretched around city blocks. In Chicago,
frustrated moviegoers used a battering ram to gain entry through the double side doors of a theater. In Kansas City, police used tear
gas to disperse an impatient crowd who tried to force their way into a cinema. The three major television networks carried footage of
these events; CBS’s Walter Cronkite devoted almost ten minutes to the story. The Exorcist was, and is, more than just a novel and a
ﬁlm: it is a true landmark. Purposefully raw and profane, The Exorcist still has the extraordinary ability to disturb readers and cause
them to forget that it is “just a story.” Published here in this beautiful fortieth anniversary edition, it remains an unforgettable reading
experience and will continue to shock and frighten a new generation of readers.

THE TWILIGHT SAGA: THE OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with the oﬃcial illustrated guide to the #1 New York
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Times bestselling series featuring exclusive illustrations, character proﬁles, and more! This must-have edition -- the only oﬃcial guide
-- is the deﬁnitive encyclopedic reference to the Twilight Saga and provides readers with everything they need to further explore the
unforgettable world Stephenie Meyer created in Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, and The Short Second Life of Bree
Tanner. This comprehensive handbook -- essential for every Twilight Saga fan -- is full-color throughout with nearly 100 gorgeous
illustrations and photographs and with exclusive material, character proﬁles, genealogical charts, maps, extensive cross-references,
and much more. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly
anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not
want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York
Times

MY SOUL TO KEEP
Harlequin Kaylee has one addiction: her very hot, very popular boyfriend, Nash. A banshee like Kaylee, Nash understands her like no
one else. Nothing can come between them. Until something does. Demon breath. No, not the toothpaste-challenged kind. The
Netherworld kind. The kind that really can kill you. Somehow the super-addictive substance has made its way to the human world. But
how? Kaylee and Nash have to cut oﬀ the source and protect their friends—one of whom is already hooked. And so is someone else…

THE GHOST AND THE GOTH
Hyperion After a close encounter with a bus, Alona Dare goes from homecoming queen to Queen of the Dead. She’s stuck as a ghost
in the land of the living with no sign of the big, bright light to take her to a better place. To make matters worse, the only person who
might be able to help her is Will Killian, a total loser outcast. More than anything, Will wishes he didn’t have the rare ability to
communicate with the dead, especially the former mean girl of Groundsboro High. He’s not ﬁlling out any volunteer forms to help her
cross to the other side, though it would bring him some welcome peace and quiet./DIV DIVCan they get over their mutual distrust -and quasi-attraction -- to work together? Readers of this spirited paranormal comedy won't want this odd couple to ever part.

THE BACK DOOR OF MIDNIGHT
Simon and Schuster Psychic...or psychotic? Anna knows her family is crazy. But when she goes to visit her aunt and uncle for the
summer and learns that her uncle’s charred body has been found, her life reaches a new level of insanity. Her erratic aunt’s “psychic”
abilities are exaggerated by her grief, and have become borderline violent. Alone in an unfamiliar town, Anna struggles to pick up the
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pieces and establish any sense of normalcy. She desperately wants to trust Zack, the cute boy next door, but even he might know
more about the incident than he is letting on. But when Anna starts feeling an inexplicable pull to the site of her uncle’s murder, she
begins to believe that her family’s supernatural gifts are real after all. Torn between loyalty and suspicion, Anna is certain of only one
thing: she must discover who killed her uncle or she could be next….

MY SOUL TO TAKE
Harlequin She doesn't see dead people, but… She senses when someone near her is about to die. And when that happens, a force
beyond her control compels her to scream bloody murder. Literally. Kaylee just wants to enjoy having caught the attention of the
hottest guy in school. But a normal date is hard to come by when Nash seems to know more about her need to scream than she does.
And when classmates start dropping dead for no apparent reason, only Kaylee knows who'll be next…

MAGIC OF THE MOONLIGHT
Allen & Unwin Beware of a bite under a full moon, it will complicate your love life.

RANSOM MY HEART
Harper Collins Mia Thermopolis, Princess of Genovia and star of Meg Cabot's insanely popular #1 New York Times bestselling Princess
Diaries books, has "penned" her ﬁrst historical romance novel . . . with help from Meg Cabot He's a tall, handsome knight with a
secret. She's an adventurous beauty with more than a few secrets of her own. Finnula needs money for her sister's dowry, and fast.
Hugo Fitzstephen, returning home to England from the Crusades with saddlebags of jewels, has money, and lots of it. What could be
simpler than to kidnap him and hold him for ransom? Well, for starters, Finnula could make the terrible mistake of falling in love with
her hostage. Princess Mia Thermopolis, Meg Cabot's most beloved character, has always been an outspoken animal-rights activist and
committed environmentalist. In keeping with Mia's true spirit, Meg will be donating her advance to Greenpeace.

ROLL ME UP AND SMOKE ME WHEN I DIE
MUSINGS FROM THE ROAD
Harper Collins In Roll Me Up and Smoke Me When I Die, Willie Nelson muses about his greatest inﬂuences and the things that are most
important to him, and celebrates the family, friends, and colleagues who have blessed his remarkable journey. Willie riﬀs on
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everything, from music to poker, Texas to Nashville, and more. He shares the outlaw wisdom he has acquired over the course of eight
decades, along with favorite jokes and insights from family, bandmates, and close friends. Rare family pictures, beautiful artwork
created by his son, Micah Nelson, and lyrics to classic songs punctuate these charming and poignant memories. A road journal written
in Willie Nelson's inimitable, homespun voice and a ﬁtting tribute to America’s greatest traveling bard, Roll Me Up and Smoke Me
When I Die—introduced by another favorite son of Texas, Kinky Friedman—is a deeply personal look into the heart and soul of a
unique man and one of the greatest artists of our time, a songwriter and performer whose legacy will endure for generations to come.
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